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QUESTION: you show in the talk tracking performance in 
some eta ranges; do you have figures for the entire eta range?
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The talk showed the total momentum 
resolution, compared with YR requirements, 
on slide 18.  It shows Fig. 2.4 in the proposal 
and is reproduced on the right for 
convenience,

The performance is based on full, GEANT-
based, simulations and ACTS tracking,

The requirements are from the most 
stringent tracking requirements in the YR, 
given in table 11.2 of arXiv:2103.05419

ATHENA meets or exceeds these  
requirements, except at most backward η. 

On the next slides, we show momentum resolutions from the same tracking simulations  in narrower intervals and for the full 
ATHENA central detector acceptance.

We refer to our supplemental material, https://wiki.bnl.gov/athena/index.php/Vertex_and_Tracking_System, for additional 
information and details.

https://wiki.bnl.gov/athena/index.php/Vertex_and_Tracking_System


QUESTION: you show in the talk tracking performance in 
some eta ranges; do you have figures for the entire eta range?
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continuation

ATHENA momentum resolutions based on full, 
GEANT-based, simulations and ACTS 
tracking,

The dashed lines are fit to the data 



QUESTION: you show in the talk tracking performance in 
some eta ranges; do you have figures for the entire eta range?
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continuation
For completeness, the ATHENA momentum resolutions in the backward acceptance region for η < -3.5 and 
the forward region for η > 3.5 are shown below:

ATHENA momentum resolutions based on full, 
GEANT-based, simulations and ACTS tracking,



QUESTION: you show in the talk tracking performance in 
some eta ranges; do you have figures for the entire eta range?
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continuationKey elements relevant to the ATHENA momentum performance are:
• a solenoidal field up to 3T,
• extended arms in the disk arrays; -1.45 < z < -0.25 m for the backward disk array, for example,
• high-resolution and low mass; 10µm pixel pitch, x/X0 = 0.24% per disk, n = 5 in the backward region, for example,

Returning to the most backward momentum resolution vs. the YR requirement, 

ATHENA momentum resolutions based on 
full, GEANT-based, simulations and ACTS 
tracking,

The ATHENA magnet has a nominal 
solenoidal field of 3T,

It can be operated at lower field values; lower 
field values will inevitably degrade dp/p,

It cannot be operated at higher values; the 
green and cyan curves illustrate the 
impractically high field values that would be 
needed to reach the YR value.

Our supplemental material, https://wiki.bnl.gov/athena/index.php/Vertex_and_Tracking_System, has additional information.

https://wiki.bnl.gov/athena/index.php/Vertex_and_Tracking_System


QUESTION: what about muons (identification efficiency)?

Our combination of high quality ECals and HCals has very good muon 
identification capabilities.

Quantitative studies will be presented in January.
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QUESTION: on simulations, validity of fast simulation
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 For SIDIS studies mostly fast simulations based on the Delphes
framework are used

 Delphes is widely used at the LHC and has been shown to be able to 
reproduce full simulation results well. 

 Shown here is Athena SIDIS software framework CI output validating 
distributions and resolutions of relevant kinematics between full/fast 
simulations. In particular we look at 
𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦, 𝑧𝑧,𝑄𝑄2,𝜙𝜙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙,ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎,𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎,𝑝𝑝𝑇𝑇,𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 as well as the Breit frame 
variables 𝑝𝑝𝑇𝑇 ,𝜙𝜙ℎ,𝜙𝜙𝑆𝑆,𝜙𝜙𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶 ,𝜙𝜙𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶 for all energy configurations

 Single hadron/electron variables in very good agreement as expected

 Hadronic final state variables (e.g. Jacquet-Blondel/Double Angle 
methods) also in good agreement, demonstrating a good description 
of the fast simulations of the complete final state

 NB: Plots are normalized on max bin in each canvas, leading to some 
unphysical relative shifts for highly weighted bins since the CI plots are 
based on a small sample

Electron method 𝑦𝑦 distribution at 10𝑥𝑥100 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑉𝑉2

FAST SIMULATION VALIDATION
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continuation

Electron method 𝑦𝑦 resolution, 10𝑥𝑥100 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑉𝑉2



QUESTION: on simulations, validity of fast simulation
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continuation

Double Angle method 𝑦𝑦 distribution, 18𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑉𝑉2
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continuation
Double Angle method 𝑦𝑦 resolution, 18𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑉𝑉2



QUESTION: on simulations, validity of fast simulation
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continuation
JB method 𝑦𝑦 distribution, 18𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑉𝑉2



QUESTION: on simulations, validity of fast simulation
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continuation
Electron method 𝜙𝜙ℎ resolution, 18𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑉𝑉2



Question: How is the cryo integrated in the magnet
→ how are the services coming out

The service gaps indicated below are for the services (HV, LV, cooling and signals) from the different subdetectors, 
the services and cryogenics for the magnet are not through this penetrations



PRELIMINARY CRYOGENICS DESIGN SCHEME

Courtesy of JLAB

Chimney dedicated 
only to cryogenics & 
current leads 
(first guess 
40 x 40 cm²) 

INPUT:
Supercritical LHe 4.5K, 3.5 bars, 
100 W available

Thermosiphon design 
in the magnet

OUTPUT:
He-vapor 1.28 bar, 500 g/s 

Réservoir
(to be placed higher than the 
magnet to let gravity works)

Cryogenics and other magnet controls through a penetration of the flux-return and barrel HCal

flexible cryo-line
 several operated at JLab



PRELIMINARY CRYOGENICS DESIGN SCHEME
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1680

2100

3000

4000

Magnet + insulation
Rint : 1680 mm
Rext :2100 mm
L : 3720 mm

Chimney (only cryo)
R : 50 mm
L : 1100 m

Reservoir
1000 * 500 * 2000 mm3 S=7 m²

S=0.35 m²

S=98 m²

Surfaces4.5 K Level
Static / Dynamics

45 K – 80 K Level
Static / Dynamics

Radiative Losses

Radiation on the cold mass (0.3 W/m²) 30

Radiation on the reservoir (0.1 W/m²) 0.7

Radiation on he screens (3 W/m²) 300

Conductive Losses

Cold mass support 0.4 5

Screen support 20

Piping 2 Tbd

Cryogenics valves 2 20

Instrumentation Tbd

Current leads Tbd

Electric Losses

Joints Tbd

Foucault currents on the mandrel Tbd

Foucault currents on the screens Tbd

TOT 35.1 345
Current leads must be carefully designed in the next
phase. They will have a strong impact on the design, 
depending on the chimney position and the cryogenics
capacity. 



QUESTION: large amount of tracking & PID technologies
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 While it may feel that there are many different detector technologies in ATHENA, we
consider it a strength of our collaboration. Also, ATHENA is a large collaboration that can
handle the added complexity of having several PID or tracking technologies.

 For example, we plan to use 3 different types of MPGD technologies, namely planar
GEMS, cylindrical Micromegas and planar uRWELL:
Cylindrical Micromegas in the barrel: going from planar to cylindrical geometry was a major R&D 

endeavor done for CLAS12 that took 5 years. Adapting a less mature technology such as uRWELL to the 
cylindrical shape seems too risky considering the tight planning.

Planar GEMs and uRWELL: large GEM detectors are now routinely used and are the default technology. 
In order to minimize risk, we used it as a complement to Si tracker at larger radii/distance as a cost-
effective solution. We however envision to use uRWELL for large planar trackers and plan to push this
technology with an intense R&D program. If all goes well, only uRWELL could be used for large planar
trackers.

 A mix of new technologies and proven technologies allows one to lower the overall risk while
optimizing the performances. Also, the risk from one technology is mitigated by another.

ATHENA has a strong tracking consortium, including the worldwide experts with past experience in 
each of the 3 technologies, that are ready to produce these detectors. Having these 3 technologies 
actually bring more resources to build ATHENA.

 Electronics will be common as well as most services.



QUESTION: details of services & supports in simulation
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Services and Supports implementation in FullSim

• Services and supports are implemented in as much detail as possible to ensure 
realistic behavior of the detector in the full simulations. Here, we particularly 
focused on any material that sits inside of the detector acceptance.

• For the tracker, material budget is one of the driving factors for the 
performance. 

• Silicon tracker services (at back of sensors and cabling in the service cone and 
cylinder) implemented as equivalent aluminum thickness
Silicon sensor supports supported by carbon fiber frames (shell for vertex tracker, 

triangular backing for barrel staves, disk backing, support cone and cylinder)
For the bToF, which sits in the middle of the barrel tracker, it is crucial to get the material 

budget right. Here, we implemented the stave support and services in full realistic detail, 
including even the cooling lines. 
The gaseous trackers are implemented with equivalent material for the readout 

electronics, carbon-fiber frame and holding spokes (for the disks).
Tracker and bToF services are guided out along a single projective cone (eta~1.1) to 

minimize their impact on the acceptance.
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QUESTION: details of services & supports in simulation
continuation
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• Next, it is important to have realistic material thickness in from of the 
electromagnetic calorimeters. This is something we carefully evaluated, 
including the impact of material thickness as a function of distance from 
the calorimeters. Besides the low-mass tracker, we have the PID 
subsystems in front of the ECals:
The DIRC sits in front of the bECal. We implemented the carbon fiber shell 

surrounding the quartz bars, and a stainless-steel frame (designed by the Project) 
that sits between the DIRC bars.
The dRICH sits in front of the pECal.  Here, we implemented a realistic aluminum 

vessel, aerogel, acrylic, and realistic mirrors. The SiPMs , which are shadowed by 
the bECal and solenoid, are currently implemented without services.
The pfRICH sits in in front of a very high-resolution crystal calorimeter, which was 

one of the guiding reasons to choose this technology. Here, we implemented a 
realistic aluminum vessel, realistic SiPMs, and conservative equivalent material 
(3x0.5cm alumimum planes) for their support and services. This material sits close 
to the nECal to minimize its impact.



QUESTION: details of services & supports in simulation
continuation
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• Finally, in the barrel, the bECal frame and solenoid impact the 
performance of the bHCal. The solenoid is implemented in full detail
based on the engineering CAD drawings of the magnet and cryostat. The 
bECal frame is implemented based on a stainless-steel design by the 
Project, which is seen as a conservative option.

Detailed material map is also implemented in reconstruction by ACTS.



ATHENA FullSim
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QUESTION: details of services & supports in simulation
continuation
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Q: You mentioned charm asymmetries a couple of times.  Can you also measure the associated
absolute cross sections?  How well?

In short, yes.  Figure 3.22 shows projections for 
the charm reduced cross section and unpolarized 
structure function via topological reconstruction of 
D0 mesons.  This FastSim accounts for particle 
identification, tracking efficiency, and vertex 
resolutions.

Several systematic uncertainty contributions will 
be in common with other cross section 
measurements; absolute luminosity, estimated to 
reach ~1% precision (p. 20), will enter all ATHENA 
cross section measurements; uncertainties 
associated with particle identification will be 
common to the SIDIS measurements.

Assessment of uncertainties associated with displaced vertex techniques will require, for example, simulation of effects 
associated with distortions and misalignments.  We anticipate to perform such simulations in preparation for the TDR.

Likewise, we have not yet considered combinations from multiple decay channels, D0, D*, etc.  While ATHENA will be able to 
add a body of high-quality data on charm cross sections, we thus stop short at this time of an evaluation of their combined 
impact and of quantitative assessment of their systematic uncertainties.



QUESTION: Data rates
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• In proposal, different in figure 2.16 (DAQ scheme) and Table 2.5

• In detail: 
Total throughput rate from FE,  Table:  3.3 Tbps DAQ Scheme:  2.5 Tbps
Total stored data rate,               Table:   62 Gbps DAQ Scheme: 100 Gbps

COMMENT:
The DAQ scheme in fig. 2.16 presents the DAQ principle, where the conceptual 
design of the DAQ system is illustrated and the order of magnitude of the main 
parameters is provided.
Table 2.5 provides our present best assessment of the DAQ parameters.
Orders of magnitude are the same in the figure and the table.



QUESTION: Data rates from SiPMs used in RICHes
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• Here dRICH assumed (analogous for pfRICH)
• Here evaluations for “aged” Si PMs  (conservative !)
SiPM average max noise rate 300 kHz per 3 x 3 mm2 sensor, in total: 90 GHz, 

corresponding to 5.8 Tbps in total (64 bit information per hit)
ASSUMPTIONS:

• at – 40 oC, after radiation damage from 1011 1 MeV neq per cm2 and recovery of a factor 100 by thermal 
annealing cycle (factor 100 from recent literature)

• in real life, never up to 1011 1 MeV neq per cm2 frequent annealing
Note:

• New SiPM noise rate ~ 2.7 kHz
Noise rate reduced by a factor 3  1.8 Tbps

Rough time cut to restrict the data to the bunch-crossing time-window 
This is the figure in Proposal table 2.5

Further reduction options: 2 orders of magnitude reduction needed
Loose trigger condition by software at Computer farm level, which immediately provides a factor 

larger than 100
• Reminder - max expected interaction rate: 0.5 MHz, conservative time cut: 3 ns

Other options: finer trigger condition, AI algorithms, reduced information (32 bit per hit)
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QESTION: You mentioned charm asymmetries a couple of times.  Can you also measure the associated
absolute cross sections?  How well?

In short, yes.  Figure 3.22 shows projections for 
the charm reduced cross section and unpolarized 
structure function via topological reconstruction of 
D0 mesons.  This FastSim accounts for particle 
identification, tracking efficiency, and vertex 
resolutions.

Several systematic uncertainty contributions will 
be in common with other cross section 
measurements; absolute luminosity, estimated to 
reach ~1% precision (p. 20), will enter all ATHENA 
cross section measurements; uncertainties 
associated with particle identification will be 
common to the SIDIS measurements.

Assessment of uncertainties associated with displaced vertex techniques will require, for example, simulation of effects 
associated with distortions and misalignments.  We anticipate to perform such simulations in preparation for the TDR.

Likewise, we have not yet considered combinations from multiple decay channels, D0, D*, etc.  While ATHENA will be able to 
add a body of high-quality data on charm cross sections, we thus stop short at this time of an evaluation of their combined 
impact and of quantitative assessment of their systematic uncertainties.



QUESTION: e/π separation, in slide 38. PID will improve this, can 
you tell how much?
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Reminder of slide 38



pfRICH 
- n=1.02
− πthreshold=0.69 GeV/c
- Cuts set at 90%, 95%, 98% electron efficiency
- Background hits not included.

TOF 
- 𝜎𝜎𝑇𝑇 = 30𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 ⊕ 𝑥0𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
- 𝜎𝜎𝑇𝑇 = 36 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
- Analytical Response

DIRC
- n=1.473
− πthreshold=0.13 GeV/c
- Tabulated from FullSim

-3.5<η<-2.0

0.0<η<1.0

FastSim results below 10-6 indicated by downward arrows

QUESTION: e/π separation, in slide 38. PID will improve this, can 
you tell how much?                                                                         continuationNow adding PID 
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The EIC SC main sensor solution as well as fall back options are all in TJ technology. 
This is the only technology that offers a small collection electrode with possibility for 
full depletion. For the 65 nm, this is the only technology accessible by the high energy 
physics community. For the 180 nm options, other technologies could be considered 
although the large collection electrode would result in higher power consumption 
leading to an increase of the material budget that would impact on the physics 
performance. If the development with TJ would not go ahead, we will need to look into 
these technologies and available MAPS developed for other experiments using them, 
as a temporary solution, whilst working with the high energy physics community to 
identify alternatives similar to the TJ technology to be used as soon as ready to 
upgrade the EIC detector.

QUESTION: ITS3 back-up ALPIDE; same provider: 
alternative provider? 
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Fluorocarbons are selected because of their density at room conditions (Cherenkov 
photon yield) and limited chromaticity (RICH resolution).
The same parameters can be obtained pressurizing Ar at a few bar (~ 3 bar).
Contrary to fluorocarbons, Ar does not have green-house issues. It is cheaper, easier to 
procure, does not require complex gas systems with gas recuperation.
The mechanical challenge of designing a safety vessel with reduced material budget is 
still to be addressed.

QUESTION: dRICH with pressurize Ar gas 
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Athena is fully aware that the technological choices are due by January 2024 in view of 
the TDR completion in July 2024.
The R&D needed for TDR are taking into account this time scale and are aligned with 
it, the only exception being the development of the ASICs that can take longer 
without affecting the global TDR picture.

QUESTION: decision on final configuration within 
2 years and still non negligible R&D ongoing
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Collaboration between the EIC Silicon Consortium and ITS3 is already ongoing with EIC SC participating in the 
relevant work packages, i.e. ITS3 WP2 sensor design and ITS3 WP3 sensor characterisation. In particular, RAL, 
LBNL, BNL have signed NDAs and are participating in the silicon submissions, and a number of groups are 
requesting setups for sensor characterisation and participating in the weekly meetings. At the same time 
participation of the EIC SC in ITS3 is being formalised by the EIC SC coordination and ITS3 management. 
Discussions have been ongoing for more than a year. FTE and monetary contributions to the silicon submissions 
have been proposed by the EIC SC and are being reviewed by ITS3 management. A draft MoU has been circulated 
to the ATLAS spokesperson and feedback was positive. This is part of a broader EIC-CERN collaboration agreement 
that is being put in place.
- The timelines for the ITS3 project and the EIC SC sensor development are well aligned until TDR. Construction 
timescales are different given the different sizes of the detectors.
- The ITS3 sensor will be used as is, i.e. wafer scale size, in the vertex layers but it will need to be adapted for use in 
the barrel layers and disk where a stitched but not wafer scale sensor will be needed to cover the larger area in a 
cost-effective way. The only modification foreseen is the stitching plan, the electrical functionality of the sensor will 
be the same.

QUESTION: collaboration between ITS3 and 
Consortium, sensor usage and time scale 
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The Timing system design has 1 FTE of Electrical Engineer, and 1.3 FTE of Electrical 
Tech assigned.

About FELIX firmware:  1 
1. FTE Electrical Engineer assigned. 

(line item: "detector liaison" for FELIX interface)
2.    FTE "Software Expert" assigned (line item: Felix firmware for FEP)
There are 2 FTE Software Expert/Scientist and 7 FTE postdoc for the combined 
software trigger/data reduction/analysis/online reconstruction tasks broken out as line 
items: "HLT infrastructure, HLT Reconstruction, Software Trigger,  & Pattern 
Recognition for data reduction".    The FPGA on the FELIX is expected to be a resource, 
though not the sole resource for these activities.    Some of this labor may contribute 
to the FELIX firmware, particularly if the more modern high level language VHDL 
converters work as well as advertised for these tasks.

QUESTION:2 electrical engineers for DAQ, for 
what? / development of FELIX firmare
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For R&D, we are working with Hamamatsu and BNL. 

For mass production, we will explore and engage other vendors.

QUESTION: AC-LGAD, which foundry?
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
FROM ATHENA 

ABOUT 
ISSUES ARISED DURING THE DISCUSSION SESSIONS 

ON 12/13, 2021



exclusive VM
Diffractive dips visible in coherent phi vs t distribution for ATHENA.

Details about Athena studies.

35



Exclusive 𝜙𝜙 electroproduction - ATHENA 3T field
Everything is based on full simulations.

5 GeV electron  η (e’) ~ -2 18 GeV electron  η (e’) ~ -3.3

36
Bottleneck: the pT resolution of the scattered electron



Improvement 

37
A factor of ~ 2 improvement in t resolution



Number break-downs

Electron energy 18 GeV 5 GeV

Peak position of scattered electron in η ~ -3.3 ~ -2.1

Average scattered electron PT ~ 1.17 GeV ~ 1.07 GeV

ATHENA detector 3.0T field
(Full simulations)

~ 0.033 GeV
(2.8% pT res.)

~ 0.014 GeV
(1.3% pT res.)

@ 1.4T field ~ 0.071 GeV
(6.1% pT res.)

~ 0.030 GeV
(2.8% pT res.)

38

Q2 > 1 GeV2

(1)(2)

(3)(4)

Performance ranking: (1) > (2) ≈ (3) > (4)  



Performance:

ATHENA showed in 
talk and proposal 

3T field and appropriate beam energy configuration needed 
to access exclusive VM production 

3T Config. 
(5x110 eAu) ≈3T Config. 

(18x110 eAu) 
1.4T Config. 
(5x110 eAu)>

39

Exclusive VM diffractive minima NOT visible



Electron-Going Endcap HCal: Impact on Jet Reconstruction

 Jets produced in the negative (electron-
going) pseudorapidity region tend to probe 
lower x values and have low energy / 
transverse momentum

 This region will also be important for studies 
of jets arising from photoproduction events

 Compare jet energy scale and resolution for 
energy flow jets obtained from Delphes fast 
simulation with (Full) and without (No 
nHCal) the negative endcap HCal

 Shown are the truncated mean and RMS 
values, which were obtained by restricting 
the original ΔE/E distribution to the range: 
mean +/- 2*RMS and recalculating 

Energy Flow Jets from Delphes Fast Simulation
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